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available to Stream online, however like the WB versions are restricted
to regions that have access to the networks' websites, cable providers in
the US can opt out of The CW and continue to stream the show on Hulu
or HBO Go. After the show aired its original run, the shows aired on
The CW have since been made available for download on the official
website. In addition, many episodes from past seasons can be seen on
The CW's website. Amazon Video Amazon began streaming the show to
its Prime subscribers in late January 2019. On April 4, 2019, Amazon
announced that it would not renew the series. Reception Critical
response Rotten Tomatoes has a rating of 50%, based on a sample of 27
reviews, with an average rating of 5.1/10. The site's consensus reads:
"The series suffers from a predictable script and mediocre
performances, but viewers in search of a pure guilty pleasure will
appreciate the half-hour anthology." Metacritic reports a score of 45 out
of 100, based on 4 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews".
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